Redemption road
by John Hart

MYSTERY Hart
Troubled cop Elizabeth Black deals
with a closetful of demons as she
tries to track a serial killer.

The turn of the key

by Ruth Ware
MYSTERY Ware

.

Taking a high-paying nanny job in
a luxurious Scottish Highlands
estate ends with imprisonment for
a child’s murder.

Before I go to sleep
by S. J. Watson
MYSTERY Watson

Christine Lucas awakens each
morning with no idea who she is
or why she’s in bed with a strange
man until he tells her they’ve
been married for 22 years.

The widow
by Fiona Barton
MYSTERY Barton

A loving husband or a heartless
killer? His wife would know,
wouldn’t she?
.

I let you go

by Clare Mackintosh
MYSTERY Mackintosh

On a rainy afternoon a mother’s
life is shattered as her young
son slips from her grasp and
runs into the street.

Thrillers

Sister
By Rosamund Lupton
MYSTERY Lupton

Beatrice is stunned to learn how
much she doesn’t know about her
missing sister’s life, and nothing
will stop her from learning the
truth.

Orphan X

by Greg Hurwitz
MYSTERY Hurwitz

Evan Smoak, the Nowhere Man,
protector of the desperate and
deserving, finds himself a target
of someone with similar
training.

Keep pages turning with these
suspenseful novels

Tell no one
by Harlan Coben
MYSTERY Coben

A doctor’s grief over his wife’s
murder turns to intrigue then
obsession when he is led to
believe she might still be alive.
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Killing floor

The river

Magpie murders

by Lee Child
MYSTERY Child

By Peter Heller
MYSTERY Heller

Two college students on a
wilderness canoe trip find their
survival skills and longtime
friendship tested.

by Anthony Horowitz
Mystery Horowitz

A twisty British murder mystery
that is a book within a book
involving a crime-solving editor
and her author’s character, a
Poirot-like detective.

The guest list

Camino Winds

Cemetery road

The book that established
wandering ex-military cop
Jack Reacher as a force to be
reckoned with in the criminal
underworld.

by Lucy Foley
MYSTERY Foley

An expertly planned celebrity
wedding on an isolated Irish island
is thrown into turmoil by murder.

by John Grisham

MYSTERY Grisham
Welcome to Camino Island where
anything might happen, even a
murder in a hurricane, which
could prove to be a perfect crime.

by Greg Iles
MYSTERY Iles

His father’s terminal illness, his
family’s struggling newspaper and
a murder trial force a Washington
journalist to return to his small
Mississippi hometown.

The sun down motel
by Simone St. James
MYSTERY St. James

A young woman takes a night-clerk
job at the same roadside motel
where her aunt went missing
decades earlier, uncovering the
work of a serial killer.

The cuckoo’s calling
by Robert Galbraith
MYSTERY Galbraith
Lula Landry, celebrity fashion
model, falls to her death one
snowy, winter night. Is it suicide
or murder? London PI Cormoran
Strike is on the case.

Eight perfect murders
by Peter Swanson
MYSTERY Swanson

A writer publishes a list of eight
perfect bookish murders, only to
find someone is carrying them
out.

Stranger diaries
by Elly Griffiths
MYSTERY Griffiths

After a colleague is found dead,
English teacher Claire Cassidy
discovers ghostly messages from
the murderer in her own private
journal.

The lost man
by Jane Harper

MYSTERY Harper
Two brothers meet at the remote
fence line separating their cattle
ranches in Queensland. The third
brother lies dead at their feet.

Second life of Nick Mason
by Steve Hamilton

MYSTERY Hamilton
Nick Mason walks out of prison
after accepting a deal from a
criminal mastermind. Now he
leads a double life.

